Present homage of body Saturday, 27 of January of 2007 *Their bequest and valentía will be remembered,
not only by their relatives and companions, but for all and each one of the persons that in some
moment they were helped by a fireman
By José Paint Casarrubias

As large heroes will be remembered Raúl Peraza Courteous and Roberto Barbosa Montiel, who they died in
the fulfillment of its duty, although ironically not on account of the fire, its natural enemy, but by
a treacherous structure of concrete that the early morning of the Thursday crushed them; but its
bequest and valentía will be remembered, not only by its relatives and companions, but for all and
each one of the persons that inThey were helped by a fireman.

In an emotivo present homage of body, celebrated yesterday in the central base of Firemen, family and
friends of Raúl Peraza Courteous and Roberto Barbosa Montiel, including firemen of Cozumel and Beach
of the Carmen, elements castrenses and of Public Security they carried out guards of honor, hours
before giving them the last good-bye.

Near the 7 of the morning, there was an offering floral in the park of the Fireman, located in the
Region 100. Subsequently a present mass of body in the installations of the head office of firemen
was offered and exactly of the 11 hours an exciting present homage of body was carried out, where
authorities of the municipality benitojuarense, of the bodies castrenses and of the Preventive Federal
Police, Section Roads, they recognized the value and courage of the elements fallen. Besides, they
offered a message of breath to the relatives of Raúl and Roberto to honor their memories.

With the voice entrecortada, the agent of the Municipal Police, Traffic and Firemen manifested its
sadness, but remembered how, in spite of the pain of its companions firemen, upon informing of the
death of its friends, they followed working to put out the fire, and asked to the population in
general that the exact one be given and joust dimension to this misfortune.

"Today and always they will live in all our hearts and we are you united like a family, the Body of
Firemen represents an alone person, therefore I ask that its heroism be recognized and the sacrifice
of our companions, we will carry them in the mind, in the soul and in our hearts".

Enseguida, an element took the microphone and read a thought written especially for these heroes:

"All we have contracted a commitment, we are the strength of the effort shared, heroic men and
valerosos, we are compromised to serve and this commitment is born, for the protection of the persons
and of its goods.. Self-sacrifice, value and sacrifice, the abilities of Raúl Peraza, they emphasized
it in first aids and knowledge bomberísticos, participating in innumerable tasks of rescue, fallen in
the fulfillment of the duty January 25, the 2007 and José Roberto Barbosa Montiel, of instructor
fireman profession, noticeable in their emergency brigades formation knowledge, logistic, of fires, in
the middle educational teaching programs creation, fallen in the fulfillmentJanuary 25, the 2007, our
brothers, one more time, have defeated to the "Beast" and in the hands of God sleep tranquil,
expecting to be calls in their immortal presence..

.. Today we are here, to give them the last good-bye to who they offered their lives, to stopping
being firemen to be become heroes, in angels of the guard, of the ones that we respond to the call of
a human being in misfortune.. To soon, to always brothers. ..".

The
.. They are heroic, is little what are going to do compared to what they deserve. Roberto and Raúl,
its delivers and its effort they will be rewarded, its families will remain assured by life and would
be worth while to do an additional effort".

To the edge of the 13:45 hours, the bier that carried the remainders of Roberto was risen to a truck

of firemen and transferred to the International Airport of Cancún, accompanied of ambulances and
patrullas with the on sirens, for to be carried to Populates where will be buried today, place that
saw to be born and to the one that returned, to I embroider of the flight 354 of Mexican.

Exactly two hours later, the body of Raúl Peraza was risen to the truck of Firemen 940 and together
with ambulances, patrullas and the funeral courtship they lined up upon the avenue Chichén Itzá,
arriving at the Kabah, to finally take the avenue Andrés Quintana Roo, to the Peace Gardens cemetery,
where I said good-bye for relatives and friends, (information that is detailed in note aside).

municipal president Francisco Alor Quezada said that to respond to a ceremony of this type there is
honor, but a great deal of pain, and said that by the mind of these men, upon deciding to be firemen,
is to comply with its duty and enfatizó that "the society should not be so unfeeling for voltear to
see to these valerosos men and women, that risk its life to save that of other, why the
businessmenThat voltear until happens something, to say, I you support with equipment..

